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book review

Ira Black’s new book is an intriguing sci-
entific thriller that, like all good thrillers,
weaves multiple plots. Black starts the
book with a preface outlining what he
hopes to accomplish. The ambition of
the book is nothing short of drawing
connections among mind, brain and
molecules. He asks the rhetorical ques-
tion, “How can we examine genes, brain,
and mind in a single brief book? We
experiment.” Indeed, this book itself is
an experiment, as it tells two parallel but
related stories. In one, we follow the life
of Enoch Wallace, a successful invest-
ment banker, as Alzheimer’s disease
“destroys his brain, his mind, and [his]
humanity.” In the second story, we learn
about the discoveries of modern neuro-
science that bear directly on Enoch’s
condition.

The parallel telling of clinical and sci-
entific tales at its best breathes life, per-
sonality and clinical relevance into the
neuroscience. Over the course of ten chap-
ters, the main character in the clinical
vignette goes from momentary dis-
tractibility to living in a nursing home. At
the same time, the ‘science thriller’ devel-
ops the characters and creates caricatures
of leaders in neuroscience in an ambitious,
broad array of topics. It starts with Levi-
Montalcini and the discovery of nerve
growth factor, touches on Trk receptors,
cholinergic neuronal loss in Alzheimer’s
disease, the discovery that neurons could
be cultured, and the discovery that growth
factors represent many related families.
From there, the science thriller goes on to
apoptosis, stem cells, the role of glia and
the conceptualization of memory from
amnesia through LTP. The story about the
role of glutamate in excitotoxicity, and the
promise of neural transplantation contrast
the sterile clinical approach of the neurol-

follows up the idea of adult neuronal divi-
sion, introducing us to many of the pri-
mary movers in the field. Neuronal
reproduction in culture was finally estab-
lished, and the birth of new neurons in
rodents became established through the
work of Bruce McEwen and Elizabeth
Gould. The work proceeded rapidly to
Old World monkeys. New techniques
were applied: Rakic can now find neu-
ronal birth in the adult Old World mon-
key brain. Rusty Gage and Anders
Bjorklund pushed forward with neuronal
transplantation, “foreshadowing entirely
new approaches for treating brain dis-
ease.” The chapter concludes with a vision
of the future in which stem cells can be
used for cell therapy in the brain for neu-
rodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s
disease and Parkinson’s disease.

This chapter can be viewed as a model
for the entire book. Parallel stories are
told, with clear inference that the influ-
ence of our expanding scientific under-
standing of the brain will have profound
influences on clinical medicine. The
dogma of ‘neurons do not divide’ fell to
the power of simple, elegant experiments
performed by scientist-heroes who went
forward despite the common wisdom.
The implication, and hope, not only of
“Brain Birthdays,” but of the entire book,
is that the clinical dogma that Alzheimer’s
disease is incurable will also fall to simple,
elegant experiments.

The narrative races along, and whereas
the aficionado might complain of occa-
sional minor mistakes or over-simplifica-
tions, the theme that the brain is a living,
dynamic organ with potential for growth
and plasticity comes through loudly and
clearly. Unhappily, the final chapter in
which all the different threads come togeth-
er to a satisfying conclusion has yet to be
written. The clinical problems are still sep-
arated from the neuroscientific advances
by a considerable divide. But Ira Black’s
enthusiasm and belief that that divide is
shrinking is contagious, and his enthusi-
asm and optimism make for a good read.

ogist who documents Enoch Wallace’s
gradual deterioration.

The clinical vignettes are not limited
to Alzheimer’s disease. Stroke, Parkinson’s
disease, Huntington’s disease, amy-
otrophic lateral sclerosis, neurosurgical
lesions, the classic amnesic patient HM,
and even alcoholism and dementia
pugilistica are brought to bear to illustrate
concepts of brain modularity and systems
neuroscience. All this in 260 pages!

Nothing seems to delight Black more
than reporting dogma that falls from
grace. One of my favorite chapters is enti-
tled “Brain Birthdays.” The chapter starts
with the continued deterioration of Enoch
Wallace, continues with a brief clinical
vignette on a Parkinson’s disease patient,
and then jumps into a wonderful ride
about neuronal division and rebirth in the
adult brain. Black starts out with, “The
dogma has been quite simple: brain cells
do not regenerate. Recovery after brain ill-
ness and injury does not occur.” However,
Black goes on to suggest that brain cells,
like every other cell in the body, can
divide—under the right circumstances.

We meet Pasko Rakic, whose initial
studies suggested that neurons do not
divide in the adult primate brain. Howev-
er, contrasting data came from Fernando
Nottebohm’s laboratory with studies of the
acquisition of bird song by canaries. Black
is excited to tell the tale about how the bird
brain has taught us so much, as the ques-
tions Nottebohm asked about bird song
learning led far beyond a simple under-
standing of behavior. The male canary’s
learning of song depends on testosterone,
which leads to dramatic changes in the
brain system devoted to learning song. The
brain structures increase by two- or three-
fold, partly as the result of the birth of new
neurons. The excitement of the discover-
ies is palpable: “When they examined the
brains they were dumbfounded...But neu-
rons were not suppose to divide in adults.”

Nottebohm and colleagues were left
with the conclusion that neuronal divi-
sion occurs in the canary brain. Black then
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